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1CHAPTER 1 EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION AS A
MEDIUM OF EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATION
INTRODUCTION
The exponential growth of knowledge--or what
some have figuratively called the knowledge explosion--
in the past fifty years is in part a consequence and
in part a cause of the rapid extension of knowledge
technologies. Expensive and elaborate technologies
like computers, television, sound films--the so-called
big media--and simpler tools like slides, radio, and
overhead projectors--little media in the words of
Schramm--are products from the advancement of technological
knowledge over the past few decades. In turn they have
contributed to the creation and diffusion of knowledge.
Of these many types of big and little media, tele-
vision has made perhaps the greatest impression among
educationalists everywhere. It is visual, colourful,
relatively easy to handle, easily disseminable, and
captures the popular imagination excited by commercial
television programmes. Its promises have led many
countries to incorporate educational television into
2their educational systems. To note just some examples:
India is beaming educational and development TV into
2,400 of its remote villages Iran has decided on a
national system of education TV Korea is making
major use of programmed instruction and instructional
television and in the United States, a number of
universities, including Stanford University and the
University of Illinois, are using the medium to
extend teaching beyond their campuses.1 In Hong Kong,
educational television began to assume an instructional
role in the classroom in 1971. By 1978, 620,000
primary and secondary school students in Hong Kong
could view educational television in their classrooms.
What are the advantages and disadvantages
of ETV as a medium of instruction? The following
are some of the most frequently cited advantages:
Advantages of television in teaching
1. The strength of the medium appears to lie in
its symbolic coding system. TV is, besides film,
the only medium that uses all three kinds of codes:
digital (word, print), iconic (picture, diagram) and
3analogue (music) codes. In the view of Salomon,
an Israeli educational psychologist, one should,
when trying to decide on the best medium of instruction,
identify the critical features of what is to be learned
and select the codes in which they can best be
presented. The iconic codes of TV appear to be best
for presenting simultaneous and concrete information.
For example, if the critical feature one wants to
convey is the simultaneous operation of the valve
in an engine, then language would not be an appropriate
medium since the digital codes of language require
additional re-encoding on the learner's part. TV would
best perform the job by presenting a concrete picture
of the operation.2
That TV transmits abstract ideas in concrete
images facilitates the following types of learning:
(1) in verbal knowledge, TV can provide a 'meaningful
context' to learning new names and definitions
(2) in learning intellectual skills, TV can provide
concrete reminders of the concepts and procedures for
applying (3) in learning motor skills, TV can provide
concrete illustrations of the transfer of strategies
to the problems and situations and (5) in the learning
of values and attitudes, it can provide concrete
examples of choiced situations where learned values
are tested.3
4The iconic codes utilized in TV teaching may
also help to develop a new skill in the pupils. Bruner
considered that the choice of a medium in teaching
is important not only for the knowledge imparted but
also for the realisation that the medium of instruction,
the form of experience from which that knowledge is
gleaned, has important consequences on the kinds of
intellectual skills children develop.4 Thus learning
from TV may contribute to the development of the skill
in processing information in the iconic codes. In
this respect, Schramm pointed out that whenever one
acquires skill in a new coding system, one becomes
able to think in a new way, handle more kinds of
information, use new mental tools to analyse experience
- in other words, increase one's mental capacities.5
2. Also connected to the special coding system of
TV is its ability to convey audio-visual materials
and real-life events which the classroom teachers would
find difficult or impossible to present. Dale points
out that a classroom teacher can only transmit to a
limited extent his life experiences. However, audio-
visual materials are one particularly effective way
of extending the range of our vicarious experience.6
The medium is capable of demonstrating a process
that requires special illustration or combined
observation and explanation: principles of dynamic
5change or movement, the methods of the performing
arts decision-making processes either from life
or from simulation the use of tools and equipment.7
3. TV can bring an expert teacher to a
large audience simultaneously. It is capable of
extending and expanding learning opportunities
as the British Open University has illustrated.
Where TV is employed on an extensive scale, i.e.
serving large audiences, the unit cost for the
use of this medium, will be lowered. Field evidence
from the British Open University, the German
Telekolegg, the Mexican Telescundaria indicates not
only a high level of instruction, but also that
they save money over doing the same tasks with
the usual methods and facilities.8 It is responsive
to economies of scale.
4. TV used as a supplementary aid can
improve the quality of teaching by assisting the
classroom teacher in his teaching in various ways:
a. It can demonstrate good teaching.
This is especially helpful to teachers
inadequately trained in the subject
b. It can serve as a kind of motivation,
illustration or reinforcement in classroom
teaching
6c. It can free the classroom teacher from
formal teaching and enable him to give
more individual attention to students 9
d. The versatility of the TV camera helps in the
emphasis of certain teaching points by
close-ups, zoom-shots, split-screens etc.
5. Where TV is used in place of the classroom
teacher, TV assures the quality of teaching. The
teacher on the screen has the support of more props,
more preparation time, more elaborate illustrative
materials than any classroom teacher could possibly
produce. Further glamorized by all the settings,
lighting and camera angles possible to television,
a televised lesson can be a most interesting
learning experience. TV can possibly also command
more interest from the pupils as they become
conditioned in relating educational television
to entertainment given through commercial TV
channels.10 The Niger Instrctional TV programmes
have been produced on the assumption that the
best TV would be, not a teacher on camera, but
rather shows for kids .11 Sesame Street, The
Electric Company are oft-cited examples of the
appeal that TV teaching can have on its receivers.
7Disadvantages of television in teaching
The following disadvantages in educational
television are often frequently noted.
1. TV very of ten allows only one-way
communication. Although TV with talk back has been
introduced, it is still unable to register the
various responses of the students as well as a
classroom teacher. Students lack personal contact
with the teacher on the screen and receive no
individual attention from him. This may result
in an impersonal relationship between teacher and
students. TV cannot take the pupils' individual
differences into consideration in at least two
aspects: level of difficulty and pace of the
programmes. Since the programmes are generally
aimed at the average audience, the brighter or
slower students may find it difficult to gain from
teaching on TV. Additionally, the pupils may
assumes a passive role in learning when no
communication with the TV teacher is available.
2. The effectiveness of TV teaching, especially
ETV in school which is often supplementary in
nature, depends largely on the mediating role of the
8classroom teacher. Many TV teaching programmes
failed because of a negative attitude or resistance
on the part of classroom teachers. A report on Dutch
school television illustrates how teachers' negative
attitude affect the outcome of TV teaching:
Dutch school television started two years ago
(after a two-year trial period) with great
expectations, but is now undergoing a serious
crisis. The management of the corporation does
not at this time see any solution since the
greatest impediment to any real development is
obviously to be found in the teacher.... A great
many teachers are still hostile to school television. 12
The classroom teachers may feel threatened by the
presence of a more competent teacher on the screen
and are, in most cases, unwilling to share the
classroom domain with another tPa(-hPr
3. Connected to this is the question of the
teachers' training in the use of ETV. Murthy and
Gross noted The highest quality televised lesson
in the world, if misused in the classroom, is
worse than nothing:, and scarcely one classroom
teacher in a hundred understands TV and knows how
to use it. 13
94. Besides training, proper use of ETV demands
a lot of effort from classroom teachers. The
classroom teachers have an active role to play
during a televised lesson. The preparation and
follow-up work prior and subsequent to the ETV
lesson are essential if the medium is to have any
effect on the learning situation. Chu and Schramm
indicated that effectiveness of television grow
out of attention to the basic requirement of good
teaching, rather than to any fanciness that might
be peculiar to television .14
The nature of TV medium has made TV
particularly useful in performing certain jobs.
On the other hand, its greatest limitation is that
there can be little communication between the
teacher on the screen and the student audience.
Hence its success has much to do with the
co-operation of the classroom teachers or tutors.
As Gagne has noted, there is no super-
medium, i.e. no single medium is likely to have
properties that make it best for all purposes.15
Each medium has its advantages - it can perform
some tasks very well, others not so well
when compared with other media. The following
10
section will tackle the question of whether ETV
has been effective in teaching.
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ETV IN TEACHING
Has educational television been really
effective in teaching? Is it better than, or
not as good as, chalk-and-talk teaching ?
Evidence on the effectiveness of ETV has not
produced an unequivocal answer. Schramm assessed
the evidence from 393 scientifically designed
and statistically treated studies of the comparative
effectiveness between television teaching and
classroom teaching. The summary which Schramm made
on this study included the following:
(1) In 83 instances, television teaching was
significantly superior to conventional
teaching at 0.05 level or beyond.
(2) In 55 instances, television teaching was
significantly inferior to conventional
teaching at 0.05 level or beyond.
(3) In 255 cases, there was no significant
difference between television teaching
11
and conventional teaching.
(4) Televised instruction seemed to be
somewhat more effectively taught in the
lower grades than at the secondary or
college level. However, this is not to
imply that television was not successful at
levels other than at the elementary level.
(5) Mathematics and Science were taught
with exceptional success via television,
as were social studies. Language skills
and health and safety ranked in the
medium range of effectivenss. - History,
humanities and literature were effective
when taught via television, but were of
a lower order of effectiveness than other
subjects. 16
From Schramm' s study, it appears that in
the majority (79%) of the cases, television
teaching has no advantage over or even is inferior
to classroom teaching. It seems that the effectiveness
of ETV varies a lot with the kind of subjects taught
and also the levels at which they are taught.
Another study by Chu and Schramm tried to find
out in which subjects television could be more
effectively taught than conventional teaching.
12
The results are as follows:17
Table 1.1













One is tempted to make the conclusion
that there is no general area where television
cannot be used more efficiently to teach the students,
although, from the above table, one does not
know how often TV groups were just equal to and
how often they were better than conventional
groups.
13
Concerning TV as an educational aid or
a supplement to classroom teaching, findings
seem to show less disagreement than in the case
of TV teaching per se. In Japan, Tsuji's study
of the effects of ITV shows that in three
measures, namely intelligence, social studies,
and science, the classes that had been using
TV had significantly higher scores than the control
groups. Also, in comparing the gain scores over
a 12-month period, Tsuji found that the TV group
had made progress in both intelligence and
science. Although the gains were dichotomized
according to the level of intelligence, it was
found that the lower intelligence group in the
-TV-receiving classes gained significantly more
than the lower intelligence group among the
control groups in every case. 18
The study by Neurath of school television
in India supports Tsuji's findings. TV students
had better overall results than the control groups.
Furthermore, the study shows that TV in school
had caused an impact on the classroom teachers:
The whole teaching process, though not necessarily
the teaching performance of every single teacher,
is slowly improving. 19
There is no question that educational
television, when appropriately used, helps teachers
perform their roles. Also, there is little question that
teachers would use ETV in their classrooms if it were
shown to be an effective teaching aid. The story,
however, is not as simple as we may think. The
effectiveness of an innovation does not assure its
automatic adoption. Potential users may have many
reasons not to put the innovation into use, quite
apart from the consideration of whether the innovation
is effective. This leads to an important area of
research in communication studies, that of innovation
diffusion, or the communication of innovations to
their adopters. The question it asks is: Under what
circumstances, and for what reasons, do people accept
or reject innovations ?
THE ADOPTION OF ETV AS PROBLEMATIC
Schramm noted how widespread teachers`
resistance to TV was in a number of countries:
For eight years it kept Niger ETV from
reaching more than 20 classrooms and 600
students. In El Salvador, it encouraged
a bitter teachers' strike. In Samoa, it
caused television to be removed entirely
from high schools (although the capability
for instructional demonstrations
15
there, except on TV, was very small indeed)
and to be cut back sharply from elementary
classrooms.
Schramm identified two reasons for this resistance:
one, the teachers see ETV as a threat to their
status and rewards two, ETV is seen to interfere
with the schedule and content of classroom
teachers. Thus although there are many advantages
to this educational innovation, it has not been
uniformly adopted by all teachers to whom the
facility is made available.
Hong Kong is no exception in this regard.
For ETV to achieve its objective, it needs to
gain the classroom teachers' approval and
co-operation. In other words, ETV adoption, as is
the adoption of other innovations, is problernatic.
THE AIM OF THIS STUDY
As an innovation initiated and financed
by the Education Department, ETV stands a good
chance of being installed by the schools. But
the story does not finish up 'ere. Schools may,
with Government financial assistance, install
ETV equipment. But this does not mean that
20
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teachers will necessarily use the equipment in the
classrooms. Installation precedes adoption but does
not necessarily beget it.
The study is focused on the second phase
of this diffusion sequence, teachers' adoption
of ETV. Its aim is to find out the reasons
underlying varying rates of ETV adoption by
teachers of English language in Hong Kong's
secondary schools.
OUTLINE OF THE FOLLOWING CHAPTERS
Cpapter 2 reviews the three major appraoches
in the diffusion literature and selects the one
most pertinent to the adoption of ETV in Hong Kong's
school systems.
Chapter 3 briefly describes the introduction
of ETV into Hong Kong's school systems and the
production and distribution of ETV among school
systems.
Chapter 4 presents the sampling procedure
and the hypotheses of this study.
17
Chapter 5 concludes this study with a
discussion of the implications of the findings and
offers suggestions for further studies.
18
CHAPTER 2 THEORIES ON INNOVATION DIFFUSION
Studies on the diffusion of innovation
vary widely among themselves in terms of their
empirical interests, focus of analysis and
theoretical orientation. From this diverse array
of studies we can discern, however, three major
categories of studies each of which share certain
commonality in theoretical emphases. In other
words, we can identify three major approaches in
the diffusion literature. These are:
a. the atomistic approach, characterised
by an emphasis on the individual adopter,
the adoption decision, and the adoption
act
b. the process approach, which shifts the
focus of analysis from the individual
to the process of communication
c. the systemic approach, which aims at
explaining innovation adoption by factors
pertaining to the social system within
which the adopters are implicated.
19
ATOMISTIC APPROACH
The atomistic approach focuses on the
potential adopters. The interest is on how
individuals arrive at innovation-decisions.
Attempts are often made to characterize the sequences
or stages an individual goes through before he
makes up his mind whether or not to adopt an
innovation. Eichholtz and Rogers suggest that we may look at
these sequences of events in terms of four stages,
from (1) first knowledge of an innovation to
(2) persuasion to (3) a decision to adopt or
reject and to (4) confirmation or discontinuance.1
In a study of the diffusion of audio-visual aids,
Rogers found that teachers' response was characterized
by (1) ignorance in the knowledge stage,
(2) indifference in the persuasion stage, (3) denial
in the decision stage, and (4) trial and rejection
in the confirmation stage.2
The individual is held responsible for an
adoption or non-adoption outcome. The image of
man is a volitional being oriented by his own
interest and choice. He is seen actively seeking
knowledge of an innovation based on his needs
and what interest him. He evaluates -the innovation
20
and finally comes to a decision. Governing these
sequences of action are, most importantly, his
own personal characteristics: social status, education,
cosmopoliteness, exposure to mass media, and his
contacts with change agents. These personal
characteristics act directly on the individual
and affect the ways he perceives and evaluates
an innocation.
The interest in the individual's subjective
perception leads naturally to attempts to systematize
or classify the gamut of ways by which innovations
are perceived. Rogers argues that individuals
are more likely to adopt an innovation if they
perceive in it the attributes of compatibility,
relative advantage, trialability, observability,
and simplicity.3 Carlson's study of the diffusion
of programmed instruction among the teachers within
a school lends support to this proposition.
Programmed instruction has unfortunately the
perceived attribute of incompatibility with the
teachers' self image, i.e. someone who does the
talking. The innovation enables the students
to learn at their own pace and takes the job of
teaching off the teacher. The traditional teacher
role has to be re-defined. The teachers reacted
by non-cooperation or non-adoption.4
21
There are several-problems-with this
approach. There is nothing wrong with the assumption
that the individual is a rational and volitional
being. But to regard this as all-that is important
in explaining innovation diffusion is drastically
simplifying the social reality. Society with its
complex arrangement of relationships and social
positions and with the values and norms that
maintain tenacity over generations - places limits
on the volitional action and choice of an individual.
In other words, the individual acts and makes
decisions within structurally given alternatives
and culturally defined options. It will be essential,
when explaining innovation diffusion, to incorporate-
this facet of reality into the corpus of analysis.
One likes to find out, for instance, how the
distribution of authority within a school affects
the ways teachers take the innovation. We like to
find out how factors within the setting in which
the teacher performs his role affect his orientations
to the innovation.
As it focuses.on the individual, this
approach yields no perspective of innovation
diffusion at the inter-personal, group, inter-
organizational, and societal levels. It does not
22
tell us, for instance, how innovations are
communicated from organizations to individuals.
It also falls short of delineating inter-personal,
inter-group, and inter-organizational patterns
of diffusion flow. As it closes up on the
individual, it loses sight of some overall pictures.
PROCESS APPROACH
Studies characterized by the process
approach take the task of analysis to the inter-
personal, group, and collectivity level. They are
interested in delineating general patterns underlying
the process of innovation diffusion. The task is
to trace out the paths through which an innovation
becomes relayed to the adopter.
An early attempt in this direction was
definitely inspired by the impact of mass
communication, through cases like (1) the role of
U.S. newspapers in arousing positive opinion towards
the Spanish-American War, with such shibboleths
as Remember the Maine (2) the apparent power
of Goebbel's propaganda machine in World War II
and (3) the fear of Madison Avenue's influence
on consumer and voting behaviour.5 The direct
and powerful effects of the mass media on their
23
audience are figuratively likened to the effects
of a hypodermic needle. Studies conceived by
the hypodermic-needle model posit a direct,
unmediated relationship between the mass media
and the individuals, who passively but unrelentingly
receive the messages given to them.
The hypodermic-needle model was found to
be non-applicable in many counts. Lazarfeld's
study of the 1940 presidential election, for
example, found through panel observation that
few people changed their presidential choice and
most of those who did so attributed the change
not to the mass media, as postulated, but to
personal influence.6 Media audiences are
embedded in networks of inter-personal relations
and it is chiefly through influential persons in
important relations of this type that media
messages come to have special meanings for their
receipients. The two-step-flow model hence
postulates a media-opinion-leader-rec ipient
communication sequence.
The actual communication process may of
course be much more random and round-about in
nature than can be represented by the two-step-flow
24
model. There need not just be one opinion leader
and the individual could have been exposed to many
similar or diverse.messages before the opinion
leader pushes him over the decision-threshold.
In other words, the opinion leader is not the sole
and single source of influence. Influence may be
multiple in nature and can be spread over a long
period of time.
Thinking along this line led some researchers
to broaden the scope of analysis to cover various
socio-metric patterns as potential networks of
communication over time. Menzel and Katz's study,
for instance, asked doctors to name (1) their
three best friends, (2) three or four physicians
with whom they would most often disucss cases,
and (3) the colleagues from whom they most frequently
asked for advice.7 The diffusion of an innovation
would then be traced through these different
networks of relationships.
The identification of opinion leaders in
a system and their role in the diffusion process
is a first step towards a network analysis of the
diffusion process. Network analysis, defined as
a type of research in which socio-metric data about
25
communication flows or patterns are analysed
by using inter-personal relationships as the units
of analysis ... permits.- understanding the social
structure as it channels the process of diffusion.
Studies of this kind provide deeper insight into
the diffusion process for they facilitate
identification (1) of cliques within the total
system and how such structural subgroupings
affected the diffusion of an innovation and
(2) of specialized communication roles such as
liaisons, bridg.es, and isolates (thus allowing
communication research to proceed far beyond the
relatively simpler issue of studying just opinion
leadership). 8
SYSTEMIC APPROACH
The strength of the process approach is
that it traces out the flow-patterns of innovations.
This is done at certain cost. Stressing the links
between actors in a relay process, it loses sight
of structural variables that operate on them all.
Followers of the systemic approach seek to correct
this emphasis by imparting a system's perspective
to the study of innovation adoption.
26
A system is commonly regarded as composed
of inter-related parts which together constitute
a whole that contains properties which cannot
be reduced to the properties of its constituents.
The parts are seen to be closely inter-related
and inter-dependent. These conditions of inter-
relatedness and inter-dependence bind the parts
together and set limitations to the performance
of individual parts. In other words, the system
exerts certain constraints on the parts and in a
way determine their characteristics.
Theoretically one can extend the system's
perspective to any interacting and inter-related
actors and structures. Students of the systemic
approach in diffusion studies have tended to relate
this perspective to the study of innovations which
occur within formal organizations.9 Rogers defines
27
formal organizations as rationally contrived,
deliberately designed, and goal oriented social
systems that organize individuals in a formalized
authority structure and in a division of labour
that links members to one another as occupants
10
of interrelated positions. The individual's
action within the organization is accordingly
seen as constrained by the system of inter-related
and inter-dependent relations. Within the formal
organization, the most important system of relations,
and in fact its defining attribute, is that organized
11
around the distribution of authority. Many studies
in this orientation have hence centred on the
question of how the authority structure of a formal
organization affects the ways its members differently
positioned in this structure react to an innovation.
Depending on whether authority is centralized
or dispersed, two distinct types of authority
structures can be defined. A centralized authority
structure is one characterized by (1) centralized
28
decision-making and (2) only a low degree of
participation by organization members in decision-
making processes. A de-centralized authority
structure is characterized by (1) decentralized
decision-making and, where many members jointly
produce a collective choice, by (2) a collective
decision.
These define also three distinct types of
adoption-decisions. (1) It may be an authority
decision, when it is initiated by the administrative
super-ordinates. (2) It may be an optional or
volitional decision, when organization members
take the decisions into their own hands and make
their own decisions as to whether or not they want
to adopt. (3) Still the third case occurs when
participants come to a collective consensus, through
democratic procedures of one kind or another,
as to whether they would adopt. From a systemic
point of view, it does not seem likely that
volitional decisions are often the case. Systemic
constraints, through pressures on individuals
exerted through either authority decisions or
collective decisions, determine to a large extent
adoption outcomes.
29
Views differ, however, as to the direction
of systemic influence on adoption outcomes. Will
higher degrees of participation lead to higher
rates of adoption ? Or will centralized authority
be more effective in bringing about adoption change ?
A number of studies have found that (1)
participation by members in decision-making
reduces the likelihood of arousing their resistance
to change, unlike the case when the decision is
imposed from the above/ 12 (2) participation
reduces initial resistance to change and brings
about successful implementation,13 (3) participation
leads to a high degree of commitment that is
needed for implementation14 and (4) participation
leads to higher staff morale, which is important
for successful implementation. 15
These arguments do not stand un-contended.
Sapolsky`s study of department stores shows that
decentralized authority structure frustrates the
implementation of innovations. Diverse authority
may have made it difficult for influence to be
16
exerted on the participants. Rogers argues
that other things being equal, authority decision
30
is more efficient than a collective one, in terms
of the time and manpower required for making the
decision.1? Zaltman posits that more strict
channels of authority can reduce potential conflict
and ambiguity that could impair implementation. 18
In their well-known study of formal organizations,
Blau and Scott offers an explanation that seems
highly plausible. This is: in decision-making,
a hierarchical structure of status would prevent
the free flow of opinion this facilitates the
co-ordination of opinion to establish a consensus
also, clear lines of authority enable the members
to find out what is expected of them regarding
19
whether or not to adopt the innovation.
It seems that, both sides of the argument
taken in account, each has its valid points.
Member participation in a decentralized orgainzational
structure may increase members' involvement,
hence reducing any resistance to change. But
member participation is also time-consuming and
it is not efficient when it comes to the
implementation of change. A centralized authority
structure, on the other hand, exercises controlling
influences on its members. Authority decisions
31
that follow from this structure are more efficiently
produced and are more likely to be implemented by
the members. Thus an authority decision seems to
have practical advantage over participatory decision.
Obviously different organizations have
different values .and structures. It is not common
that a business firm, stressing efficiency and
profitability norms, will adopt decentralized
authority structure and collective decision-
making procedures. On the other hand, a welfare
agency, stressing equality norms and values, is
more likely to bring about participatory decision-
making and introduce decentralized authority
structure. Also, members in these different
organizations may orient themselves to the
organizations quite differently. Decision-
procedures acceptable to members of one type of
organizations may not be acceptable to members
of another type. And unless we have very
specific knowledge of the character of an
organization: its objectives, its history, the
clients it serves and'the orientations of its
members, it will be difficult to say for sure
whether its authority structure is going to lead
to high rates of adoption of an innovation.
32
CONCLUSION
In reviewing past diffusion studies, we
have found that it consisted of three main types
of emphases or approaches. The atomistic approach
is found to be largely inadequate in its myopic
focus at the individual adopter. The process
approach moves to a collectively level of analysis.
But as it is interested in identifying the
structure of diffusion processes, it loses sight
of structural factors that stand over the
individual adopters and constrain, in one direction
or the other, their decisions or choices. The
systemic approach sees the individuals as embedded
in inter-related relations and statuses. According
to this approach, innovation decisions should be
seen in the light of the system characteristics and
the direction of systemic influence. Authority
structure and decision-making styles are postulated
as important variables to examine.
It seems that this third approach suggests
directions of inquiry that are very pertinent to
our problem. We are interested in why some
teachers adopt and others don't in different school
33
organizations. We are not so much interested in the
structures or patterns underlying the process of
diffusion flow. Along the line of interest
suggested by the systemic approach, we can try
to find out, from among systemic variables in the
schools' organizational structures, factors that
explain for variations in adoption practices.
This study may hopefully shed light on the question
of whether a centralized or decentralized authority
structure is more conducive to innovation
diffusion, by undertaking comparisions of adoption
outcomes in different schools.
34
CHAPTER 3 EDUCATION TELEVISION:
AN EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION
IN HONG KONG
Educational television as an innovation was
introduced into the local education system just
eight years ago.
The formal inception of the idea was
contained in the recommendation by the Education
Commission to the Governor of Hong Kong early in
1963. The educational role of television was
anticipated as it put forward the following
recommendation:'eco endation : ' Experimental programming and
research in the use of television for schools should
be undertaken as soon as this medium is developed
in Hong Kong.1 The Working Party on the
Education Commission's Report endorsed the
recommendation in 1965 and proposed the establishment
of a government Education Television Unit to
script and produce programmes to be made available
for transmission by wired or broadcast television. 2
In late 1968 , approval' for the establishment of
the ETV Service was given and finances made
available for the building of the ETV station. In
the meantime, extensive surveys of professional
35
opinions and seminars for teachers were conducted.
Staf f f or the ETV station was recruited and sent
overseas for production training.
The first Hong Kong ETV programme was
broadcast on September 6, 1971 to third year
students in the primary school. To mark the
Government's enthusiasm in this educational
project, Sir David Trench, then the Governor
of Hong Kong, opened the Educational Television
Centre and addressed the children. The Government
had committed itself to a new educational idea
that would be costing it a multiple millions
of dollars.
ETV programmes in four subject areas:
English, Chinese, Mathematics, and Social Studies,
were broadcast to 100 , 000 Primary Three students
during the first year. Primary Four programmes
were developed in the next year. By 19 7 4 , Primary
Six students were also able to view their
programmes, broadcast through two commercial television
stations between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. five days
in the week for a thirty-week broadcasting year.
In the meantime, the Government was spending nearly
one million dollar to fit all government-owned
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and government-aided primary schools with television
receivers for _use in the classroom. The innovation
was virtually delivered home to the teachers and
students in their classrooms.
Plans were also underway to provide
secondary schools with ETV programmes. ETV's
official journal editorialised in its first
issue that (T)he long term objective is a
systematic series of ETV lessons in the basic
academic disciplines from the third to sixth
years of primary schooling in the first instance
followed by similar series (with the addition of
Science Subjects) from the first to third year
of secondary schooling. 3 Five years later, in
1976, colour television programmes in English,
Chinese, Mathematics and Social Studies, were
brought to the Form One students. By 19 7 8 ,
programmes in five subjects, including Science,
were complete for Form One up to Form Three.
Each programme was 20-25 minutes long and each
subject was transmitted once every two weeks in a
thirty-two week broadcasting cycle. It was
estimated that, during 1978, there was a total of
260 , 000 secondary school student-audience.
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What underlied the philosophy or thinking
of the Government as it launched this innovation ?
How did it see the values in and the roles and
functions of ETV ? The Government, it appears,
saw ETV as an effective tool for up-grading and
standardizing the quality of education among the
schools in Hong Kong. Educational Television
is seen as a speedy and effective way of
complementing and supplementing teaching in
schools,4 noted J. Canning, the then Director
of Education. The objectives of ETV, as succinctly
put by the Education Department, were to improve
the quality of education in schools, bring the
skills of relatively few specialist teachers to
many, supply valuable inservice training for
underqualified and unqualified teachers and
facilitate curriculum reform and development where
necessary. 5 To achieve such objective, it noted
the need (1) to present ETV as an amalgam of
instruction and entertainment, capitalizing on
the reputation of television and the nature of
the medium to bring excitement to the teaching and
learning process in classrooms and (2) to
integrate, as much as possible, ETV programmes with
syllabuses and timetables actually in use in the
local classrooms. The first need has led the
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Government to invest expensively in the procurement
of technologies and expertise in an effort to
assure professionalism in the standard of ETV
production. The second need has led the Government
to carefully plan out procedures and methods to
involve school teachers, potential adopters of the
innovation, in various phases of ETV' s development
and implementation. In other words, the Government
has actively incurred upon itself the major role
of a planner-curs-change-agent in the planned
diffusion of ETV in Hong Kong. Four major steps
were taken to relate the Government to the
teachers:
(1) Teachers` Committees , consisting of
experienced teachers from Government,
aided and private schools, lecturers
from teachers' colleges and the
universities, advisors and inspectors
from the Education Department, and the
producer-team from the ETV Service,
were set up to draft ETV syllabuses
for subjects in various forms.
(2) Over school- holidays, seminars were
organized for local teachers. Before
the first transmission of the ETV
programmes, over 6 , 000 primary school
teachers had attended these seminars
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in which. they were told that ETV
in Hong Kong will not succeed without
their active co-operation. 7 These
seminars are still being conducted
during the school holidays for
secondary school teachers.
(3) To help teachers prepare their classes
for braodcasts and to follow them up
actively, they are given Teachers'
Notes, specially prepared for them to
guide their effort in preparation and
application.
(4) Detailed evaluation questionaires have
been devised for teachers to complete
after each programme. The teachers
are.asked to assess pupils' response,
performance of the actors, clarity of
sound, clarity of picture, pace of the
broadcast, teaching aims, teaching
points, level, and to follow up with
suggestions, Inspectors of Schools also
go around the various schools to find
out the pupils' response and to evaluate
the teachers' utilization of ETV lessons.
Information from the teachers' and
School Inspectors' feedback will guide
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ETV producers, who visit schools
themselves to assess the impact of
their work. Evaluation exercises of
these kinds serve a dual purpose.
First.. they keep ETV producers
aware of local needs. Second, they
keep check on the teachers' performance
and in a way make sure they use ETV
properly.
But so far the most important step taken
by the Government to ensure ETV adoption by
schools concerned was to virtually provide free
television receivers and video-cassette recorders
to schools concerned. Government subsidies on
ETV installation vary from one type of schools
to another type, depending on whether the schools
are (1) i government schools, (2) aided schools,
(3) private schools with bought places,
C41 independent private schools and (5) Caput
schools. As this has certain bearing on our
subsequent discussion, I shall describe this in
somewhat greater detail.
(1) ..The government schools are directly
supervised by the Education Department.
Hence the entire cost of installation
waE underwritten by the Government.
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(2) Aided schools receive full governmental
financial aid in the form of a subsidy
or a grant. They are non-prof it-making
schools run by church bodies and voluntary
associations. The Government exercises
supervision over their administrative
and financial procedures. Personnel
approved by the Education Department
can exercise autonomy in day-to-day
school management. The Government
undertakes to pay for 80% of the cost
of ETV installation.
(3) Junior secondary education was made free
to all pupils attending schools in the
public sector as the Government introduced,
beginning in 1978, nine years' free
education for every child. To extend
the coverage of this scheme, the
Government bought places from private
schools and undertook to pay for the
students' tuition. Private schools
with bought places maintain their
financial independence and enjoy complete
freedom in the appointment of staff and
in administrative procedures. The
Government paid for the full cost of
initial installation of ETV equipments.
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Subsequent maintenance and depreciation
cost are to be borne, however, by the
schools themselves.
(4) Independent private schools are profit-
making and do not receive any form of
financial assistance from the Government.
Tuition fees are the main source of
their income. These schools are generally
characterized by high school fees.charged
to the students, low standard, heavy
work-load among the teachers, and low-
pay under- and un-qualified teachers
among their staff. For these schools,
they will have to purchase ETV equipments
from their own accounts but at contract
price from the wholesaler. The cost of
installation, estimated at about $10,000,
has stopped many independent private
schools from installing ETV.
(5) In its attempt to extend as many free
places to students as possible in the
bid to achieve nine years' free education
for all, the Government has also undertaken
to gradually change some non-profit-
making schools into aided schools through
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a number of stages, During the
process, the Government buys places
in these schools and, in addition,
pay these schools with subsidies based
on the number of students taken.
As they receive per cape t grants from
the Government, these schools have
come to be called caput schools.
With regard to ETV installation,
caput schools are treated in the
same way as private schools with
bought places.,
The distribution of ETV installation
among Hong Kong's secondary schools in 1978-79
is given in the following table:
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Table 3.1 Secondary Schools That Have Installed ETV, 1978-79
D I S T R I C T S
304 94131. Government
Schools
2741 15039432. Aided Schools
3941 15543 323. Private
Schools with
Bought Places
2 237 594. Independent
Private
Schools








When secondary school ETV programmes were
first broadcast, only 280 schools had installed
ETV. In two years' time, the number of adopting
schools had increased to 376. Student audience
mutiplied by almost two and a half times from
80 , 000 to 260,000. By 19 78-79 , nearly half (49.1%)
of Hong Kong's secondary school student population
would have a chance of viewing ETV in their
classrooms.& It would seem that the Government
has achieved in its role as a planner-cum-change-
acTent in the dissemination of this educational innovation.
TYPE HK KLNE KLNWn' NT TOTAL
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That the innovation is almost provided free
to the schools which agree to install it does not
ensure, of course, that the teachers will also
adopt it in the classrc'oms. To achieve this second
objective, the Education Department has adopted
other change strategies, like persuasion (through-
seminars) and control (through evaluation and
inspectors' visits to schools) . These strategies ,
however, are not without limitations. In aided
and private schools especially, the Education
Department's authority over the teachers is
mediated through the schools' authority structures.
Unless schools' authority structures also take
steps to sanction non-adoption, it would appear
that strategies and actions issued from the
Education Department would have only few control
consequences. Hence a lot would depend on how
the authority structures of individual schools
carry this innovation and on how the teachers
relate themselves to it.
Persuasion strategies work when teachers
also see real gains from adoption. This is not
immediately apparent. The adoption of ETV means
that the teachers has to perform a new set of
roles in the classroom. This implies not only
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departure from conventional roles, but also new
role expectations to meet and new skills to
acquire to perform these roles properly. The
Education Department expects teachers of English
language, for example, to observe the following
procedures when presenting a ETV lesson:
(l) before the broadcast, the classroom
teacher should spend about five minutes
in preparing the class in accordance
with the suggestions contained in the
Teachers' Notes
(2) during the broadcast, the classroom
teacher should view the programme with
pupils and observe their reaction
closely with a view to assessing the
effectiveness of the programme and to
answer any questions from children
on the contents
(3) after the broadcast, the classroom
teacher should spend about fifteen
minutes asking and answering questions
and organizing follow-up activities
suggested in the Teachers' Notes, 9
The conduction of an ETV lesson complicates
the roles of the classroom teacher, who, moreover,
has to share his authority in his position with
another person, another voice, another image and
style of teaching. Disjuctions between these
two sources of knowledge and authority may not
be welcome by the classroom teacher. And although
ETV programmes are supposed to be closely integrated
with syllabuses and timetables actually in use
in classrooms, technical discrepancies are not
unlikely, arising from differnt time-tabling
methodologies and academic emphases in different
schools. This may not make the job of the teacher
as smooth as it may seem. Furthermore, the actual
standards of tr.e students in different schools
may diverge in various manners from the norm
accepted by the Education Department. High-
standard students feel bored by the same programme
which is felt to be immensely difficult by low-
standard students in another school. In either
case, both teachers and students are not likely
to gain. English language programmes, in particular,
are given in English, a foreign language that the
majority of students seldom, if ever, use in their
daily lives. Teaching English language ETV
programmes to below-standard students will
almost certainly be self-defeating. Exigencies
and constraints of these kinds may all have
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implications for the teachers' decision functions
and may make the adoption of ETV more problematic
than it appears to be. Now if some teachers
adopt ETV programmes and some don't, it means
that from the vantage point of diffusion theory,
there is an empirical problem of relevant theoretical
interest,
This study has chosen to focus on the
adoption of English language ETV programmes,
for several reasons:
Among the five subjects for which
ETV programmes are provided, English
language seems to be the one which is
least likely to be rejected by the
teachers on the ground that the
existing syllabus is already too long,
and there is no extra room for ETV
lessons, Most schools have at least
1Q lessons per week or cycle for
English, unlike science or social
studies, which have just around two or
three lessons per week/cycle. In
studying the adoption of English
language ETV programmes among teachers
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in different schools t we are cleared
of one factor that may bias the
direction of adoption outcome. with
the existing number of hours given to
English language, teachers should have
no difficulty accommodating 8 TV
lessons per term,
C2) English language seems also to be the
subject which is least likely to bE'
rejected by the teachers on the
ground that there are too many areas
of disagreement between the ETV syllabus
and school syllabuses, hence problems
of English- language ETV programmes
are based on different sets of grammatical
structures and lexical terms. This
means that teachers can, without too
much difficulty, perform adjustment in
his own syllabus to fit, in sequence
and emphases, with the ETV one.
Problems arise, however, in the case
of the other four subjects. Here,
schools have often their own syllabuses
following sequences and adopting
emphases that may differ from that of
the ETV, Different schools may have
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different degrees of difficulty
synchronizing the demands of the
two. In comparing teachers' adoption
of English. language programmes, we
are able to control one area of
variability among the schools and are
able therefore to look more closely at
other organizational factors.
(3) There is no uniform syllabus and
text-books among the various schools
for the other four subjects. Wide
divergencies in this area makes it
difficult to control for the factors
that may affect adoption outcomes.
English language affords perhaps the
largest degree of uniformity, as its
syllbaus is based on grammar and lexical
terms.
Hence. English language seems a more
satisfactory subject of study as it seems to
afford relatively more uniformity among the
schools and also as it seems to be related to
fewer difficulties inherent in adoption,
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In'-.this chapter, we have provided a brief
overview of the genesis and development of an
educational innovation, ETV, in the local
education system. The Government is seen to
have played an active role in organizing for the
dissemination of this innovation. At the
school level, it seems that the Government has
attained a certain degree of success in having
near to four hundred schools installing ETV
equipments. The adoption of ETV at the classroom
level seems, however, more problematic. We have
discussed some of. the factors that substantiate
our postulation that ETV adoption by teachers
in the classroom is an empirical problem of
theoretical interest. In the next chapter, we
will discuss how we proceeded to study this
problem and the theoretical issues underlying
the hypotheses of this study.
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CHAPTER 4 THE SAMPLE AND HYPOTHESES
SAMPLING PROCEDURES
As of 19 79 , a total of 376 secondary schools
in Hong Kong have installed ETV. These include
six-types of schools (government schools, aided
schools, private schools with bought places,
independent private schools, aided pre-vocational
schools, and aided special schools) distributed
over the Colony. Of these six types of schools,
aided schools and private schools constitute the
largest group. Eighty-one percent of all secondary
schools that have installed ETV belong to these
two categories (Table 3.1) .
These two categories of schools are
selected to the exclusion of other types for
several reasons. Government schools are excluded
because they, directly run by the Education
Department, may bias the direction in favour of
adoption among the teachers. On the contrary,
independent private schools having to bear the
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entire cost of ETV installation, may also bias
against adoption decisions among the teachers.
The Government has underwritten all thE. cost of
ETV installation for the private schools with
bought places and to pay for up to 80 per cent
of the installation cost for ti.-leaided schools.
But as the Governmc nt have no direct managerial
control over the schools, it becomes theoretically
interesting to find out how teachers behave in
relation to this innovation in various school
organizations.
A stratified random cluster sampling
was used to select the sample of teachers.
The population consists of the 305 non-government
schools that receive government financial aid -
i.e. 150 aided schools and 155 private schools
with bought places. The sampling frame is a list
of all the schools that have installed ETV in
Hone Konq, provided by the ETV Service.
The population was first stratified by
districts(Hong Kong, Kowloon East, Kowloon West
and New Territories). From each district a 20%
sample of schools was selected via the help of a
random table.
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within the sampled schools, all the
teachers teaching English language subject from
Form One to Form Three fall into the sample.
Cluster sampling was used as no complete list of
individual teachers was available,
With an advance letter LAppendix I sent
out on March 9, 1979, confirmation of support for
this project was obtained by telephone from each
principal of the 61 sampled schools one week later.
In addition, they were asked to supply information
on (l) the size of school (2) the age of school
(3) the nature of financial assistance the school
receives from the Government and (4) the number
of teachers of English in Form One to Form Three
classes. On March 15, questionnaires (Appendixlll)
and a covering letter were sent to each principal.
The principal was asked to help in distributing
the questionnaires to all teachers of English
language from Form One to Form Three in his school.
To ensure confidentiality, each respondent was asked
to seal his finished questionnaire in an enclosed
envelope and return to his school principal. Two
weeks later, the principals were again contacted
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by phone, this time to arrange for the collection
of the questionnaires. Most teachers returned the
questionnaires to the researcher through their
principals. Some mailed it directly back to
Center of Communication, the Chinese University
of Hong Kong. The response rate was 74.9%. Of
the 818 questionaires sent out, 613 were returned.
Of these, 67 were later invalid. This resulted
in a total of 546 responses.
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Table 4.1 Population: 305 Non-Government
Aided Schools That Have Installed
ETV
D I S T R I C T S
TOTALNTKLN E K LN WHKTYPE
39 41 27 15043Aided Schools
27.3% 100%26. 0% 18.0%28.7%
1553941 3243Private Schools
100%25.2%27.7° 20. 6%26.5%with Bought
Places
30566738086Total
Table 4.2 The Schools in the Sample
D I S T R I C T S
HK KLN E KLN W NTTYPE TOTAL
9 8 8 5 30Aided Schools
16.7030.0% 26 .7° 26.7% 100%
Private Schools
8with Bought 9 6 8 31
25.8% 19.4%29.0% 100%Places 25.8%
16 14 1318Total 61
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Table 4 .3
Number of Questionnaires sent to Teachers and Number
and Percentage of Responses from Teachers
D I S T R I C T S
Number of
HK KLN E KLN W NT TOTALTYPE Questionnaires









Rate of Adoption The dependent variable in the
following hypotheses is the rate of ETV adoption
of teachers, measured in terms of the percentage
of a total of 8 ETV programmes broadcast in the
first term, of the school year (1978-79) adopted
by the teachers in their English classes. If a
teacher adopted all 8 programmes in their English
classes, across all forms, the adoption rate for
this teacher would be 100%, hence full adoption.
If a teacher adopted only 2 out of these 8 programmes,
his adoption rate would be 25%.
The frequency distribution of adoption rate of the
total sample of teachers (N=546) is given in
Table 4.4.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES:
1. Collective-authority decisions This refers to who
made the decision to install ETV in the schools. The
collective-authority continuum is measured by three
nominal categories: the principal', the principal and
the senior teachers, and the principal and all the
teachers collectively.
The frequency distribution of collective-authority
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The Frequency Distribution of Collective-
Authority Decisions of the Total Sample of
Teachers
Collective-Authority Dccisions N %
Collective 58 10.6
Principal and 103 18.9
Senior Teachers
Principal 333 61.0
No Answer 52 9.5
2. Teachers' Definition of the Adoption Situation
This refers to the teachers' perception of whether
an innovation is compulsory or voluntary. It is
measured by an ordinal scale consisting of three
categories: absolutely compulsory, maybe compulsory
and entirely voluntary.
The frequency distribution of this variable across
the total sample of teachers is given in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6
The Frequency Distribution of Teachers'
Definition of the Adoption Situation
Dewinition of
Adoption situation N %
Voluntary 199 36.4
Maybe Compulsory 237 43.3
Abso1u.el Comou1sorv 99 13. 1
No Answer 11 2.0
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3. Perceived Utility of ETV Perceived utility of
ETV for a teacher's role, is measured along five
dimensions: (1) the extent to which ETV helps the
students learn the language (2) the extent to which
ETV provides a variety of classroom activities (3)
the extent to which ETV relieves to teacher's workload
(4) the extent to which ETV helps the teachers with
some difficult topics and (5) the extent to which
ETV fulfills certain requirements of the school. Each
of these dimensions is measured on a four-point scale,
from much value, some value, little value, to no value,
indicating, in a descending order, declining degrees
of favourable evaluation of ETV.by the teachers concerned,
Scores from these five scales are then summated to form
a combined index score of perceived utility of ETV
programmes. 1 The frequency distribution of the scores
for the five dimensions is given in Table 4.7. The
frequency distribution of the summated scores on these
five dimensions is given in Table 4.8.
Table 4. 7
No Little Some Much
valueValue value value
Help Learn 865 335 98
Language 16.4%1.0 63.9% 18.7%
10n8Classroom 140277
I . 5?Activities 19.0% 26.7%52. 8%
9 218Relieve Burden 184 31
41.5%17.5% 35.0 5.90
17047Difficult Topic 241 66
32.4% 6.09.0% 12.6






























4. Compatibility The compatibility of ETV, is
measured along two dimensions: (1) the amount
of change teschens have to make in their syllabuses
to accomodate ETV programmes and (2) teachers'
evaluation of the general standard of the English
ETV programmes for their students. The first
dimension is measured by an ordinal scale consisting
of four categories:no change little change some
change andgreat change indicating, in an ascending
order, increasing degree of incompatibility of ETV
programmes with teachers' syllabuses.
The frequency distribution of the amount of change





Great change 11 2.0
Some change 121 22.4
51.6Little change 279
No change 130 24.0
N=541
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Those replying no change points to the highest
compatibility between ETV programmes and teachers'
syllabuses, a score of 5 was given to these replies.
some change andlittle change show a certain
amount of change in the teachers' syllabuses, hence
a score of 3 was given to either of these replies.
For great change a score of 1 was given since
this response implies the least degree of
compatibility between ETV programmes and teachers'
syllabuses.
The second dimension is measured on a five-point
ordinal scale consisting of the following categories:
too advanced,somewhat advanced, suitable,
somewhat elementary and too elementary.
The frequency distribution of the teachers' evaluation
of the general standard of the English ETV programmes
for their students is given in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10
English standard
%Nof ETV proq ramme s
Too elementary 3 6
Somewhat elementary 34 6.2
228Suitable 41.2




ETV programmes considered by teachers to be too
too advanced or too elementary are seen to be
least compatible with the students' standard, hence
a score of 1 was given to either of these two
responses. Somewhat advanced and somewhat
elementary refer to a certain degree of
compatibility between the ETV standard and the
students' standard, thus a score of 3 was given to
either of these two responses. The scale suitable
points to the highest degree of compatibility,
thus a score of 5 was given to this response.
Scores from these two scales are then summated to
2
form a combined index score of compatibility.
.The frequency distribution of the compatibility
scores of the teachers is given in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11
























Why do some teachers do and some do not
adopt English language ETV programmes in Hong Kong's
secondary schools? This study attempts to find out
the factors underlying variations in adoption decisions
in the diffusion of an educational innovation, English
language ETV programmes.
Hypothesis I: The first set of hypotheses relates
variations in ETV adoption rates to systemic influence
that originate from the school's authority structure.
Ia. Authority innovation-decisions are more likely
to bring about adoption outcomes in EYV among
secondary school teachers than collective innovation-
decisions
Ib._Innovation-decisions that are perceived as
compulsory are more likely to bring about adoption
outcomes in EYV among secondary school teachers
than innovation-decisions that are perceived as
voluntary
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Adoption decisions took place within the contexts
of school organizations. School organization is one type
of formal organizations, defined as rationally contrived,
deliberately designed, and goal-oriented social systems that
organize individuals in a formalized authority structure and
in a division of labour that links membE:rs to one another as
occupants of inter-related positions. 3 A formal organization
is characterized by pre-determined goals, prescribed roles,
an authority structure, and a formally prescribed system
of rules and regulations to govern the behavior of its
4
members.
A school, in this.case, is organized for the
explicit purpose of achieving specificied goals: one of
which is to provide education to the youth of society. The
goals and functions to be achieved are pre-determined.
In accomplishing the pre-determined goals, organizational
tasks are distributed among the various positions as pre-
scribed roles or duties. In a school, the principal, the
teachers, and the administrative staff would each have to
perform duties specific to the positions they occupy.
These positions do not have equal authority but
are generally organized in a hierarchy of authority
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structure which specifies who is responsible to whom. For
example, the principal of a school can issue directives
to the senior teachers who in turn can assign duties to
the teachers.
The school has an established system of rules and
regulations to guide decision-making and role performance
of its -members. Examples are rules to govern the hiring
of new members, members' promotion along the career ladder,
assessment of students' performance and enrollment of
new students.
From a systemic perspective, the individual
teacher's decision and action within the school system can
be seen as constrained by the system of inter-related
and inter-dependent relations organized around the distribution
of authority.
A centralized authority structure is characterizes
by decision making which occurs in high positions in
the hierarchy of authority structure and conversely,
little participation by organizational members in
decision-making. On the other hand, a decentralized
authority structure is characterized by a high degree of
particioation by organizational members in decision-
making . These two types of authority structures can
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be seen as polar extremes in a continuum. A school with
a centralized authority structure will be one in which
decisions are made by the school principal and/or senior
teachers in the school, without the participation of
other teachers. A school with a decentralized authority structure,
on the other hand, is one in which decisions follow from the
teachers' participation.
Now decisions regarding innovation adoption in
organizations may follow from either of these authority
structures. We may characterize innovation-decisions
which come from a centralized authority structure as
authority innovation-decisions , and innovation-decis ions
which come from a decentralized authority structure as
collective innovation decisions.
The amount of participation in decision-making is
considered to be important for innovation adoption in
organizations. It has been found that member participation
in innovation-decisions might reduce some of the resistance
to change. Writers who argue for participation in innovation-
decision reason that when members become involved in
decision-making, they will be more eager to implement the
changes these decisions involved and thus potentially
5
reduce resistance to change.
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Zaltman argues that member participation
may be important in the initiation stage of the
innovation process but not in the implementation
stage. The initiation stage according to Zaltman
consists of 3 substages: knowledge-awareness substage
formation of attitudes toward the innovation substage
and decision substage. In this stage, more
participation by members may increase information
available to the organization and increase knowledge
awareness of innovations. Furthermore participation
may facilitate gathering and processing of informatior
needed for decision-making. An authority-decision
with little participation from the members would
reduce potenial conflict and ambiguity 7, thus
facilitating implementation. Decision-making by
a person or unit high in the hierarchy of authority
would lead to more efficient innovation-decision and
implementation of decision. The sequence through
the substages of the initiation stage, and thus the
implementation decision, requires a relatively shorter
period of time than collective-decisions.
The influence of the decision unit over
the adoption unit may further facilitate the
implementation of the innovation. Wilson points out
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that centralized authority enables the organization
to gather enough influence over participants and
thus facilitates adoptions.8 Blau and Scott also
point out that clear lines of authority facilitate
members' knowing what is expected of them regarding
the innovation. Thus role conflict and ambiguity
9
can be reduced
In the case of ETV innovation in Hong
Kong, decisions regarding the adoption of ETV at
the school level may either be an authority decision
or a collective decision. An authority decision
is one initiated by the administrative superordinates,
i.e. the prinipal and/or senior teachers. A
collective . decision is one in which teachers
participate in making the innovation decision.
From a systemic point of view, the adoption behaviour
of the organizational members, the teachers, is
seen to be contingent upon the type of innovation-
decisions.
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Connected to types of innovation-decisions
in formal organizations is an enforcement on the members
to adopt the innovation-decision, whether it is an
authority decision or a collective decision. Rogers
puts it very clearly: an authority innovation-decision
is characterized by
1 The individual is not free to exercise his
choice in adopting or rejecting an innovation.
2 Decision-making and adopting are activities
of two separate individuals or units.
3 The decision unit occupies a position of
higher authority in the social system than
the adoption unit.
4 Because of this hierarchical relationship
between the decision unit and the adoption
unit, the decision unit can force the
adoption unit to conform to its decision.
5 Authority innovation-decisions occur more
frequently in formal organizations than
10
in informal social systems.
In the case of collective decisions which are
made by consensus (.a) ll must conform to the system's
11
decision once it is made. so according to Rogers,
it does not matter whether i nnovation-decis ions are
made via a centralized authority structure or a
decentralized authority structure. Once it is made,
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there may be an enforcement of the innovation--
decision on the members. It follows that when.,
organizational members perceive an innovation--
decision as compulsory, members will show a higher
adoption of the innovation. On the contrary, when
organizational members perceive an innovation--
decision as voluntary, members will show a lower
adoption of the innovation.
In the case of ETV, the variable Teachers I
definition of the adoption situation was chosen to
test to see if it is related to ETV adoption rate.
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Hypothesis II: The second set of hypotheses relates
variations in ETV adoption rates to whether individual
teachers regard ETV an effective teaching aid.
IIa. The greater the utility perceived in ETV by
the teachers the more likely they are to adopt
ETV and the smaller the utility perceived in ETV
by the teachers, the less likely they are to adopt it
IIb. The more compatible ETV programmes are with
school syllabuses and with the students' standards,
the more likely are the teachers to adopt ETV
programmes and the less compatible are ETV programmes
with these two factors, the less likely are the
teachers . to adopt ETV programmes.
Implicit in Hypothesis I is the view that
individuals adopt an innovation quite independently
of whether they think the innovation is useful or
not. However many diffusion studies which Focus on
individual adopters have found that adoption
behaviour is most often related to the individual
adopter's perception of the innovation, his interests
and needs. His personal characteristics may also
influence the way he perceives and evaluates an
innovation. Perceived attributes of an innovation
are found to be related to adoption in many cases? Rogers
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ETV adoption is a good ca- se in point. The
ETV Service, the planner-cum-change agency, has
made special efforts to provide for their clients,
the teachers. The ETV English language programmes,
for instance, are to do what the teachers cannot
possibly do in the classroom. The English Programme
Section of the ETV Division wrote,
Our aim is to provide the teacher with
a powerful audio-visual aid whereby he car
take the pupils out of the confines of the
classroom and actively involve them in the
enjoyable experience of learning a 5 u11
language. 17
It can be seen that these programmes are intended
to help the teachers in their teaching. To
facilitate teachers in using ETV, the ETV programmes
are made to be closely integrated with syllabus
and timetables actually in use in classrooms.
Teachers' notes are also provided.
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However, these efforts to meet the needs
of the teachers may not produce the expected
results, - the teachers may not find the innovation
useful in their teaching. This is because of two
reasons. First, thE: actual standards of the
students in different schools may diverge in
various manners from the standard of the ETV
programmes. High standard students feel bored
by the same programme which is felt to be immensely
difficult by low-standard students in another
school. In either case, the teachers find ETV
useless as a teaching aid. English language
programmes, in particular, are given in English,
a foreign language that the majority of students
.seldom, if ever, use in their daily lives. Teaching
English language ETV programmes to below-standard
students will almost certainly be self-def eating.
The second reason why teachers find the
ETV programmes not useful is the difference
between the teaching syllabus of the teachers
and that of ETV. Teachers may find it difficult
to adjust their school .syllabus to that of ETV,
thus teachers having this problem will not find
ETV too useful to them.
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It can be seen that the usefulness of ETV
may be perceived either positively or negatively,
depending on the teachers' teaching syllabus and
the students' standard. Will the perceived utility
of ETV affect the adoption behaviour of the
teachers ? Teachers who perceive ETV as an aid
in teaching may show a higher adoption rate than
those who perceive ETV as useless to teaching.
Utility of ETV is seen related to the
compatibility of the ETV programmes. Compatibility
is defined as the similarity of the innovation
to an existing product it may eventually supplement,
complement or replace. 18 In the ETV case,
compatibility refers to the similarity of ETV to
the students' standard and teachers' teaching
syllabus.
The personal characteristics of the
potential adopters may affect their perception of
the innovation, hence their adoption behaviour.
The following personal characteristics of the
teachers will also be examined in relation to ETV
adoption rates: age of the teachers the teachers'
educational qualification and the teachers' teaching
experience. Difference-of - means tests involving the
t and F distributions will be used. The results
are recorded in Appendix IV
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Ia. Authority innovation-decisions are more
likely to bring about higher adoption









Result Not significant at 0.05
The table indicates that no significant
relationship exists between types of innovation-
decision and ETV adoption rates among the teachers
Applying the Chi-square statistics to the
data in Table 4.12 , a Chi-square value of 4.25 was
obtained. The Chi-square value is not significant at 4
decrees of freedom at 0.05 .
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Ib. Innovation-decisions that are perceived as compulsory
are more likely to bring about adoption outcomes in
ETV among secondary school teachers than innovation-
decisions that are perceived as voluntary
Table 4.13







Result: Siqnificant at .001
Table 4.13 shows teachers who perceived ETV as
compulsory were more likely than those who perceived
ETV as vlountary to use ETV more frequently. 63.6%
of teachers who perceived ETV as compulsory as
compared to only 28.1% of teachers who perceived ETV
as voluntary showed full adoption of ETV.
On the other hand, 8.1% of teachers who
perceived ETV as compulsory as compared to 38.7% of
teachers who perceived ETV as voluntary showed low
adoption.
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Applying the chi-square statistics to the
date in Table 4.13 a chi-square value of 56.79 was
obtained. It is evident that, at four degrees of
freedom, the chi-square is significant at thE: .001
level. Therefore, it can be stated that there is
a significant difference in ETV adoption rates
of the teachers between those who perceived the ETV
adoption as compulsory and those who perceived the ETV
adoption as voluntary.
IIa. The Greater the perceived utility by teachers,
the more likely the teachers are to adopt ETV
and the smaller the perceived utility, .the








Result: Not significant at 0.05
Applying the Chi-square statistics to the
data in Table 4.14 a Chi-square value of 3.86 was
obtained which, at four degrees of freedom is not
significant at the five percent level. Therefore, the
hypothesis is not supported. The data indicated that
the perceived utility of ETV has no bearing on
teachers' adoption of ETV.
lib. The more compatible ETV programmes are with
school syllabuses and with students' standards,
the more likely are the teachers to adopt ETV
programmes and the less compatible are ETV
programmes with these two factors, the less
likely the teachers are to adopt ETV
Table 4.15
Compatibility





df = 4x2 = 6.39
Result = Not significant at 0.05
In testing the hypothesis, the Chi-square
test was applied and the level of significance was set
at 0.05. As a result, the relationship postulated in
this. hypothesis was proved to be insignificant at the
0.05 level.
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Why do some teachers adopt and others do not
adopt educational television in Hong Kong's secondary
schools? In the course of explaining variations in the
rates of adoption among the teachers, we came up with
two sets of hypotheses. The first set of hypotheses relates
variations in the rates of adoption to a school's authority
structure.' It postulates that authority decisions are
more-likely to bring about adoption outcomes than collective
decisions. The second set of hypotheses relates variaticiis
in the rates of adoption to the innovation's effectiveness.
It postulates that ETV, if perceived by the teachers as highly
useful and as highly compatible with students' standards
and school syllabuses, is more likely to be adopted by
the teachers than when teachers perceive low utility and
compatibility in it.
In the first set of hypotheses, it has
been shown that authority-collective decisions are
not significantly related to ETV adoption. That is,
whether the decision is made by the principal or
principal and senior teachers or all the teachers
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collectively, it does not seem to affect the adoption
behaviour of the teachers.
However, the variable that is connected
to authority-collective decisions, the definitions
of adoption situation is shown to be significantly
related to adoption. Definitions of the adoption
situations as compulsory appear to be related to
high adoption rates. And definitions of the adoption
situations as voluntary appear to be related to low
adoption rates.
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This discovery has a number of implications.
One. It suggests that innovation-decisions at
the school level and adoption-decisions at the individual
level need to be regarded as separate factors. For
example, even if decisions have been made at a staf f
meeting or by the principal to adopt ETV, individual
teachers may decide not to use ETV if they do not
regard these decisions as compulsory. This suggests
that it may be meaningful, as did Zaitman, to distinguish
between the initiation stage and the implementation
stage in the process of the adoption of an innovation.
The initiation stage has to do with how an organization
arrives at a decision to adopt an innovation. The
implementation stage has to do with individuals' decisions
whether or not to put it to use. That the school decides
to adopt an innovation does not necessarily imply i plenentaLion
by teachers afterward. Pointing to a general weakness in
diffusion studies of organizational innovation, Zaitman
notes correctly:2
Most dittusion theories generally terminate
their analysis at the stage of initiation,
that is, at the point either where the new
idea has become legitimated by powerholders
of the unit or where the decision has been
made to implement the new idea. What must
be done, thereafter, in terms of actually
implementing the idea--of actually changing
the unit, its subsystems, or the behavior of
members--is not considered or is important
only to the extent it has influence upon
the decision to initiate the innovation.
Our findings confirm Zaltman' s observation
and suaaest that it may be theoretically fruitful to
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focus on organizational factors that come tc bear
on intra-organization innovation diffusion, i.e. the
implementation stage of organizational innovation.
Two. We can now more clearly specify the
relationships between different types of school
innovation-decisions and adoption rates. among
teachers, by bringing in an intervening factor,
teachers' definitions of the adoption situation,
into consideration. Table 5.1 shows the relationship
between authority-collective innovation-decisions
and definition of adoption situation. It can be
seen that innovation-decisions made by the principal
or the principal and senior teachers or all the









Principal and 31.0%69 .00
senior teachers
Prindipal and 42.4% 57.6%
all the teachers
N=482
The table shows a greater percentage of
teachers define authority decisions, i.e. decisions
made by the principal or/and senior teachers with no
or little participation from teachers as compulsory
rather than voluntary (63.6% and 69% compared to
36.4% and 310). As for collective decisions,
i.e. decisions made by all the teachers, there is
little difference between those teachers who define
the collective decision as compulsory and those
who define it as voluntary. As both kinds of definitions of
the situation may follow from either type of innovation-
decisions at the organizational level, we can classify
four cases of individual adoption decisions, as
shown in the table:








It is likely that both casesl and 2, following
from a definition of the situation as compulsory, are
related to higher rates of adoption among the teachers
than cases 3 and 4, following a definition of the situation
as voluntary.
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By introducing the variable of individual
definition of the situation, we can more clearly
specify the direction and magnitude of systemic
influence on individual adoption decisions. Table 5.3
shows the rdlationship between authority-collective
decisions and ETV adoption rates when the sample
is stratified by the individual definition of the
situation . Cases 1, 2 , 3 and 4 can be examined.
Case 1 which are authority decisions
defined as compulsory shows the highest ETV adoption
rates--50.2% and 55.9% full adoption as against
12.9% and 23.1% low adoption.
Case 2 which are collective decisions
defined as compulsory shows only a slightly higher
adoption rates than cases 3 and 4--46.1% high adoption
as against 23.1% low adoption.
Cases 3 and 4 which are authority and
collective decisions defined as voluntary show
similar proportions in their ETV adoption rates.
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Types of Decision by ETV Adoption Rate When
Definition of Adoption Situation is ControlledTable 5. 3
COMPULSORY VOLUNTARY
Principal Principal Principal Principa
ETV & All & All
PrincipalAdoption Rate Senior Teachers Teachers Principal Senior Teachers Teachers
Full 50.2% 55.9% 30.8% 28.3% 25.0% 31.3%
High 36.8% 32.3% 46.1% 32.5% 37.5% 34.4%
Low 12.9% 11.8% 23.1% 39.2% 37.5% 34.4%
Number 209 68 26 120 32 32
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
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Three. It may be useful to distinguish
between a contigent decision, which follows from
the definition of an adoption situation as compulsory,
and a volitional decision, which follows from
the definition of an adoption situation as voluntary.
In the case of a contingent decision, teachers
adopt ETV quite irrespective of what they think
of the effectiveness of ETV in teaching. In the
case of a volitional decision, teachers may have a
choice as to whether or not to adopt ETV and it seems
that it is here that considerations of whether ETV
programmes are effective come in. It is plausible
that, when adoption decisions are volitional,
teachers who regard ETV as ineffective may decide
not to use it in the classrooms. Now when an
innovation is not regarded by everyone as effective
or effective enough, it is plausible that there will
be wider variations among teachers who are given
volitional decisions to make than among teachers
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faced with contingent decisions. This helps
explain why higher rates of adoption are associated
with. definitions of adoption situations as
compulsory, and why lower rates of adoption are
associated with definitions of adoption situations
as voluntary.
Four. The major point borne out by this
study appears to be that teachers, when making
adoption decisions, are not as much concerned with
whether the innovation is going to help them teach
better as with whether there is a need to comply.
This is an important point to note. For if this
thesis is valid, it would mean that innovation
diffusion occurs primarily because of certain
conditions within organizations and the interaction
between such conditions and the members' orientations
are not because the innovation is of great utility
to the members adopting it. On the other hand,
if an innovation gets rejected, the primary
reason may not be because it is not good or
not good enough but the reason may have to be
found in the organizational structures of the
adopting unit.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES
As this thesis studies mainly one aspect
of innovation adoption, much is left to be done.
The following are some suggestions for further
research:
1. The process approach was not dealt with in this
study because the additional amount of data required
would make the questionnaire unbearably long.
The writer suggests a follow-up interview of the
teachers on their inter-personal relationships and
the social structure facilitating the diffusion
of the innovation.
2. This study deals with only one aspect
of the authority structure regarding only the
innovation -- the location of decision-making and
the compulsion carried by the decision, The other
aspects of the authority structure of the schools
were not examined. Also no alternative source of
data was available to provide validity checks on
the data. The writer suggests further studies to
investigate the hierarchy of authority structure
and the distribution of power in other school matters.
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3. Also missing in this study is an investigation
of the teachers' attitudes towards the innovation
and the problems encountered by teachers in the
use of ETV in the classroom. Studies concerning
these aspects would enrich the data related to
the atomistic approach in this study.
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Appendix I
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
9th March, 1979
Our post-graduate student, Miss ChanKing-wah, is
investigating the use of Educational Television (ETV) as a
teaching aid by secondary school teachers in HongKong. We
believe that the results of this study will throw light on the
future educational planning in this area.
Wewish to administer short questionnaires to teachers
in secondary schools, and your school is scientifically chosen
as our sample. Weassure you that all information will be kept
confidential and no schools will be identified.
Wewould greatly appreciate your support. Miss Chan
will phoneyou to seek your permission soon.




Center for Communication StudiesThe Asian Messenger
A QuarterlyReporton CommunicationDevelopment
Address:Shatin.NewTerritories, HongKongTelephone:12-612211.12-613131CableAddress:SINOVERSITY




THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KON
15th March,1979
DearPrincipal/Supervisor
I wouldlike to thankyoutor yoursupportin ourprojecton the
useof ETVin secondaryschools.Weare nowenclosingquestionnairesfor
yourEnglishteachersof Forms1-3.
It wouldbe muchappreciatedif youwould
(1) distributethe questionnairesto everyEnglishteacherof Forms1-3;and
(2) collectthecompletedquestionnaires.
No individualsor schoolswill be identifiedin thestudy,andall
informationwill be keptstrictlv confidential.Shouldtherebe anyqueriesor
problems,pleasecontactMissChanKing-wahat the Center(Tel.: 12-612211
Ext. 701). We hopeto collect thesespecimensot later than31stMarch.
We are fully awareof the inconveniencesthat we maycauseyou
andyourteachers.Weshall sendto you,as ourgestureof thanks,a copyof
the majorfindingsuponthe completionof the project.





Center for Communication Studieshe Asian Messenaer
1 QuarterlyReporton CormmunicationDevelopment
AddressShatin, NewTerritories, HongKongTelephone:12-612211.2-61313Care AddressSINOVERSITY









This questionnaire intends to find out the extent to which ETV is used by
secondary school teachers and the problems relating to its use.
Nowthat ETV is in its third year of operation, we believe that inquiry
into its effectiveness as a teaching aid would benefit future educational
planning in this area. Therefore, your information is essential to the
success of this investigation.
Wewould verb muchappreciate it if you will complete the questionnaire
and return it to your principal in the attached envelope at your earliest
convenience. No individuals or schools will be identified in the study, and
all information will be kept strictly confidential.
Wewould like to thank: you for your co-operation in advance.
Please tick (V) the appropriate boxes and fill in numberswhere required:
1. Howmaneyears have you been teaching (including this year)?
years
Howr---any years have you been teaching in this school?
years
3. Howmanylessons (all subjects and all classes together) do you teach in
a week/cycle
:.cssonS




F.3 lessons F.6 and above lessons























8. What is your age?
nears
9. What are your academic or training qualifications? (choose one or more)
teacher Is certificate
bachelor degree (BA, BSc, B Soc. SC. etc.)
certificate in education (Cert Ed)
diploma in education (Dip Ed)
master degree in education
master degree in other areas
doctorate
others, please specify











12. Have you attended any ETV seminars organised by the ETV Centre?
yes
no
NowI would like to ask you a few questions about the use of ETV







(continne on next paoe)
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(3)













16. V11omadethe decision to install ETA' in your school?
the principal
the principal and the senior teachers
the principal and all the teachers collectivelx











19. Howoften do you use ETV in your teaming
regularly
I to Question20 sometimes
(please turn over) seldom
never




For those teachers whouse ETVonly (20a, 2.0 0 , 20c, 20d, 20e)
20a) Eight English ETV programmeswere broadcast in the first term of this
school year(1978-79). HowmanyETV programmesdid you use for your
English classes?





20b) Howmuchtime, roughly, does each of the following take up in an
English ETA' lesson'
rains. for class preparation
mins. for ET viewing
mins. for follow-up work with class





20d) what is the level of interest your students show when you use ETV




20e) Please evaluate the following functions of ETV
jucr Some Little c
value value value :value
1. To help the students learn the language
2.To provide a variety of classroom activities
3. To relieve the teacher's workload
4. To help the teacher with somedifficult topics




TEACHERS' PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS TESTED BY F DISTRIBUTION
Adoption Score (Range:0-1UU)
F dfMean P
1. Age of teachers
1-22 years old 78.0 1.36 (2, 527) n.s.
23-30 years old 74.4
over 30 years old 79.6
2. Teachers' teaching
experience
1-2 years 79.1 .08 (3, 521) n.s.
3-5 years 78.6
6-10years 80.0




a) Degree holders 78.9 .61 (1, 500) n.s.
Non-degree 80.6
holders





26-30 lessons 78.2 .36 (2, 504) n. s.
31-35 lessons 78.9






44.02356 and over 6
years
Ql: How many years have you been
teaching (including this year) ?
YEARS TAUGHT IN SCHOOL
%No.
54.229 61- 2 years
23. 61293-5 years
22.21216 and over 6
years
Q2: How many years have you been
teaching in this school ?
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Q3: How many lessons (all subjects and all
classes together) do you teach in a
week/cycle ?
AMOUNT Ur' TEA(H±N( LUAU
%No.
12.969Too Heavy




Q5: Do you think your teaching load is
too heavy, about right or too light ?
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OPINION ON ENGLISH SYLLABUS
%No.
Too Long 20 3.7
Somewhat Long 123 22. 5
373Reasonable 68.3
Somewhat Short 27 4.9
Too Short I 0.2
Q6: What is your opinion of your English
syllabus for this school year. ?
SCHOOL DUTIES OF TEACHERS
15No.
30Student Counselling 5.5
Prefect of Discipline 22 4.0
Prefect of Studies 5 0.9
Subject Panel Head 45 8.2





Q7: Besides teaching, what other school




15. 885Under 23 years
66.135623-30 years
11. 05931-40 years
7. 239over. 40 years









Q10: What is your present grade in
school ?
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Q1l: How would you rate the academic
standard of your school compared
to other schools in Hong Kong ?




Q12: Have you attended any ETV seminars









Q13: Do you think without ETV, your
teaching can be as effective ?





Q14: To use ETV in class, how much change
do you have to make in your teaching
syllabus ?
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ENGLISH STANDARD OF ETV PROGRAMMES
%No.
Too Elementary/ 7.139Too Advanced
Somewhat Elementary/ 277 50.7Somewhat Advanced
41. 8228Suitable
Q15: How do you rate tr.e general stanaara
of the English ETV programmes for
your students ?







Q16: Who made the decision to install ETV
in your school ?
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Q19: How often do you use ETV in
your teaching ?





Q20c: Do you think the time spent on
ETV is worthwhile, compared
with what it can achieve ?
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Q20d: What is the level of interest
your students show when you use
ETV in your teaching ?













020e: Please evaluate the following functions of ETV.
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